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Part 1: Statistical Information

The table below shows the distribution of grades awarded in the May 2013 session.

Grade A B C D E F Abs Total
Number 2 3 7 3 2 1 0 18
% of  Total 11.1 16.7 38.9 16.7 11.1 5.6 0 100%

Part 2: Comments regarding performance.

Paper 1
This paper is common to both Graphical Communication and Engineering Drawing. There were 
twenty-four candidates sitting for this paper. 

Question 1 Oblique Planes
Three geometrical solids were illustrated resting on the horizontal plane.  The axis of the right 
cylinder and the right cone were in the same plane, both parallel to the vertical plane, resting on 
the base and in mutual contact with each other.  The sphere was shown positioned in front of the 
two solids, resting on the horizontal plane and in mutual contact with the cylinder and the cone.  
The solids shown were to be sectioned by an oblique plane.  An accompanying dimensioned 
figure showed the angle of the vertical and horizontal trace.
In part (a) candidates were to show the points of contact of the three solids.  An auxiliary 
elevation showing the oblique plane as an inclined plane together with the truncation of the solids 
was requested in part (b).  To complete the question part (c) candidates had to construct the two 
views showing how the three solids would appear when sectioned by the oblique plane.
Many candidates obtained poor marks in this question, probably indicating that they were not 
familiar with this topic.  The marks they attained were for answering part (a) of the question.  Part 
(b) proved difficult and few seemed to have any idea as to how to proceed to complete part (c).   

1 to 9 marks 10  to 19 marks Full marks Question not attempted
8 4 0 6      Gr. Comm.

Gr. Comm. & Eng. Drg. Candidates
1 to 9 marks 10  to 19 marks Full marks Question not attempted

12 5 0 7         

Question 2    Intersecting Plates 

Two plates intersecting each other were illustrated.  Some candidates managed only to copy the 
given views and answer part (b) of the question by drawing an auxiliary view showing one of the 
plates as a straight line.  The method showing how the plate is represented as a straight line was 
not clearly shown.  In part (c) only some candidates succeeded in showing the common line of 
intersection between the two plates correctly.  Hidden detail on the triangular and rectangular 
plates was often omitted.  Various methods were used to present the true shape of the triangular 
plate, part (d).  
Questions of this type normally involve quite a number of projection lines.  A few arrows indicating 
the direction of projection help markers follow the method and sequence used.  A few subtitles 
written next to the auxiliary views make the solution easier to follow the candidate’s approach to 
reach the final solution. 
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1 to 9 marks 10  to 19 marks Full marks Question not attempted
5 9 2 2  Gr. Comm.

Gr. Comm. & Eng. Drg. Candidates
1 to 9 marks 10  to 19 marks Full marks Question not attempted

7 13 2 2         

Question 3    Cam 

In part (a) a displacement diagram had to be drawn from the cam data printed.  No difficulties 
were encountered where the simple harmonic motion graph was involved, but some candidates 
incorrectly plotted the uniform acceleration and retardation motion graph.  Some candidates did 
not follow the instructions correctly and interpreted the motion of the guide block incorrectly, 
showing the block moving upwards and not downwards as stated in the question.  Another 
mistake, which could have easily been corrected, was that since the radial arm link was pivoted 
the locus of its ends was to be circular and not represented by a straight line.   Some solutions to 
part (b), the construction of the cam profile, were completely wrong, for their presentation was 
suitable to an in-line roller–ended follower and not to a radial arm roller-ended follower.  

1 to 9 marks 10  to 19 marks Full marks Question not attempted
4 11 0 3  Gr. Comm.

Gr. Comm. & Eng. Drg. Candidates
1 to 9 marks 10  to 19 marks Full marks Question not attempted

4 15 0 5         

Question 4   Framework

Candidates showed that they were familiar with questions dealing with pin-jointed structures.  
Part (a) drawing the linear diagram to scale, labeling using Bow’s notation and part (b) drawing 
the polar diagram were correctly presented.  Some candidates did not draw the funicular polygon 
but stated the magnitudes of the reactions correctly, without showing in the graphical solution 
how the magnitudes were obtained.  
Many candidates lost valuable marks, because they did not complete part (d) and (e) of the 
question, where they had to draw a table stating the magnitude and nature of the members.

1 to 9 marks 10  to 19 marks Full marks Question not attempted
1 8 1 8  Gr. Comm.

Gr. Comm. & Eng. Drg. Candidates
1 to 9 marks 10  to 19 marks Full marks Question not attempted

1 14 1 8         

Question 5    Transition Piece

This question was popular and was generally well answered.  A 3-D illustration and two views of 
a transformer connection were shown.  The top of the transformer was to be fitted to a right 
cylinder and represented in the front elevation by a horizontal line, while the inclined base was to 
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be fitted to a rectangular hollow prism.  Many candidates were able to score well on part (a) and 
(b) of the question which presented no particular problems.  It is of vital importance that whenever 
a question about a true length of a line arises, the method used by the candidate is shown clearly 
so as to be easily followed by  the examiners.  
Responses to part (c) were rather disappointing with few correct solutions.  The true lengths 
constructed in part (b) of the question were not utilised or the proper length of the side of the 
rectangle was not measured accurately.  A few letters and numbers neatly printed next to the true 
lengths of the lines help not only the candidate but make it easier for the person who is following 
the solution.  Different types of lines drawn should be used in this type of question.      

1 to 9 marks 10  to 19 marks Full marks Question not attempted
7 7 1 3  Gr. Comm.

Gr. Comm. & Eng. Drg. Candidates
1 to 9 marks 10  to 19 marks Full marks Question not attempted

9 11 1 3         

Question 6    Solid of Revolution

The majority of the candidates provided correct solutions to this question.  A plan and an 
incomplete elevation of the base of a metal stand were shown.  The lower part of the stand had 
five drilled holes to hold bottles in an upright position.  A pictorial view showing the finished shape 
of the stand was also included.  Candidates had to show the curves of intersection when two of 
the holes are drilled in the solid, on the front elevation part (a) and on the end elevation part (b).  
The general method, where a series of horizontal cuts or slices taken across the elevations was 
expected.  On any solid of revolution the planes of these cuts are circles.  Normally these 
horizontal slices are numbered.  Marks were deducted for not presenting neat and accurate 
drawings.  In most cases the circles constructed were shown too bold and the points of 
intersection joined by a crude curve.  A smooth and clean curve is expected at this level.   

1 to 9 marks 10  to 19 marks Full marks Question not attempted
4 9 4 1  Gr. Comm.

Gr. Comm. & Eng. Drg. Candidates
1 to 9 marks 10  to 19 marks Full marks Question not attempted

5 11 4 4         
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Paper 2  

There were eighteen candidates sitting for this paper.
Candidates were to attempt four questions.

Question No.1
The candidates were given a plan and a front elevation of a clinic reception room.  They were 
asked to draw an estimated single-point perspective drawing of the room.  Since this was a 
compulsory question carrying a total of 34 marks, all candidates attempted it.  The marks attained 
ranged between 10 and 30, while the average mark was 24.  Most of the candidates were well 
prepared to tackle this question and obtained very good marks.  Some others, presumably due to 
time constraints, only managed to complete the initial constructions including the perspective grid.  
Other marks were lost due to the following shortcomings:

 Nearly all the candidates omitted the drop-down ceiling situated above the reception 
counter.

 Some candidates left out either some of the furniture or the doors.
 A few candidates did not know the basic rule of perspective drawing that objects appear 

smaller as their distance from the observer increases.
 Another small number of candidates made the correct construction (drawing a diagonal 

across the floor area) by drawing a perspective grid but drew the wall opposite the viewer 
too far away.  This resulted in a distortion in the tile proportions. It is important that, since 
the tiles are square when viewed from the plan, they should still appear to be square 
when viewed in perspective. In these cases, they appeared extremely rectangular.  Since 
the tiles are used as a grid, the furniture proportions also appeared distorted.

 Most candidates keep their drawings very neat during the line drawing stages; however, 
when they render the drawing they seem to forget about neatness and shade their 
drawing in a very untidy and insensitive manner. The small representative areas that are 
shaded should indicate the surface texture and shape of the rendered object.  This is 
achieved by using appropriate shading methods and making a simple light and shade 
value scale.

1 to16 marks 17  to 33 marks Full marks Question not attempted
2 16 0 /

Question No.2

A pictorial drawing of the cardboard dustpan, together with a set of step by step written 
instructions how to produce the item, were given.  The candidates were asked to translate the 
written instructions into visual instructions and apply the design process to organize the layout of 
the instruction chart.
Five candidates answered this question; their marks ranging between 14 and 20 out of 22; the 
average mark being 17.  As the marks indicate, the candidates who answered this question did 
quite well.  Some errors were noticed in the construction of the surface development and in 
depicting the folded cardboard; however, most of the charts were well organized and the related 
items were drawn and shaded correctly.   

1 to11 marks 12  to 21 marks Full marks Question not attempted
0 5 0 13
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Question No.3
Fourteen candidates attempted this question.  They were asked to draw six pictograms, similar to 
the one given, to illustrate the services offered by a local hotel. Most of the answers left much to 
be desired.  The marks ranged between 8 and 18 out of 22; the average mark being 12.  Marks 
were lost for the following reasons:

 Lack of basic drawing skills.  A number of candidates found difficulty in representing 
different poses of the human figure even in stick figure form.

 The human figures were not converted into pictograms. Other candidates completely 
ignored the given pictogram, which was reduced to a simple form, and drew a lot of 
unnecessary details, which were counterproductive as this irrelevant information 
distracted the viewer from the intended message.

 The human figures were too small.  In some cases, the candidates drew minute human 
figures against a backdrop of a large environment (in this case a large swimming pool), 
causing the message to be unclear.

1 to11 marks 12  to 21 marks Full marks Question not attempted
5 9 0 4

Question No.4
This was quite a popular question; in fact it was attempted by 88% of the candidates.  However, 
the performance registered was quite poor.  The average mark was 10 out of 22, the lowest mark 
being 5 while the highest was 15. 
The candidates were asked to draw graphical representations and comparisons in 2D and 3D of 
particular features of four kayak models.  Nearly all the candidates attempted to represent the 
theme on the kayaks depicted.  However, their degree of success varied considerably.  The most 
common errors, which resulted in loss of marks, were: 

 Lack of drawing skills required representing the kayak and other items that represent   
weight, length, volume and cost.

 Untidy representation of geometric curves. A number of candidates represented the cost 
of the kayaks by means of a number of coins on top of each other and the weight by 
means of weight scales. It is recommended that, if the candidates are not skilled in 
drawing circles and ellipses freehand, they either make use of drawing aids such as circle 
and ellipse templates or else use oblique or planometric projection methods where circles 
can be constructed by means of a compass. 

 Incorrect layout planning.  The candidates need to spare a few moments to plan their 
charts carefully in order to make maximum and best use of the available paper space.

 Inappropriate use of colours. Contrasting colours are to be used to differentiate between 
the models being compared and those represented. 

1 to11 marks 12  to 21 marks Full marks Question not attempted
8 8 0 2
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Question No.5
This question was attempted by 77% of the candidates; their marks ranged between 5 and 21 
and the average mark was 13 out of 22.  The candidates were asked to design the layout of a 
flyer for an insurance company.  The services offered were to be represented by means of 
graphic symbols.  The given logo of the insurance company was to be included in the flyer.
Some of the solutions were quite good, the layout of the flyer was well planned, and the graphic 
symbols were kept simple, easily recognizable and had common characteristics in form and 
colour. The logo was neatly constructed and shaded.  The text was kept to a minimum and the 
tagline was written in italics or script to make it more engaging.  The other candidates who scored 
lower marks had the following shortcomings:

 Poor drawing skills.  It is important that candidates, who intend to sit for this examination, 
strive to upgrade their drawing skills during their matriculation course.  

 The plane geometric shapes such as the hexagon logo and the circles which enclosed 
the symbols were drawn freehand in a distorted manner. 

 The layout was poorly organized.

1 to11 marks 12  to 21 marks Full marks Question not attempted
6 9 0 3

Chairperson
2013 Examination Panel
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Part 1: Statistical Information


The table below shows the distribution of grades awarded in the May 2013 session.


		Grade

		A

		B

		C

		D

		E

		F

		Abs

		Total



		Number

		2

		3

		7

		3

		2

		1

		0

		18



		% of  Total

		11.1

		16.7

		38.9

		16.7

		11.1

		5.6

		0

		100%





Part 2: Comments regarding performance.


Paper 1


This paper is common to both Graphical Communication and Engineering Drawing. There were twenty-four candidates sitting for this paper. 


Question 1 Oblique Planes

Three geometrical solids were illustrated resting on the horizontal plane.  The axis of the right cylinder and the right cone were in the same plane, both parallel to the vertical plane, resting on the base and in mutual contact with each other.  The sphere was shown positioned in front of the two solids, resting on the horizontal plane and in mutual contact with the cylinder and the cone.  The solids shown were to be sectioned by an oblique plane.  An accompanying dimensioned figure showed the angle of the vertical and horizontal trace.


In part (a) candidates were to show the points of contact of the three solids.  An auxiliary elevation showing the oblique plane as an inclined plane together with the truncation of the solids was requested in part (b).  To complete the question part (c) candidates had to construct the two views showing how the three solids would appear when sectioned by the oblique plane.


Many candidates obtained poor marks in this question, probably indicating that they were not familiar with this topic.  The marks they attained were for answering part (a) of the question.  Part (b) proved difficult and few seemed to have any idea as to how to proceed to complete part (c).   


		1 to 9 marks

		10  to 19 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		8

		4

		0

		6      Gr. Comm.





Gr. Comm. & Eng. Drg. Candidates


		1 to 9 marks

		10  to 19 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		12

		5

		0

		7         





Question 2    Intersecting Plates 


Two plates intersecting each other were illustrated.  Some candidates managed only to copy the given views and answer part (b) of the question by drawing an auxiliary view showing one of the plates as a straight line.  The method showing how the plate is represented as a straight line was not clearly shown.  In part (c) only some candidates succeeded in showing the common line of intersection between the two plates correctly.  Hidden detail on the triangular and rectangular plates was often omitted.  Various methods were used to present the true shape of the triangular plate, part (d).  


Questions of this type normally involve quite a number of projection lines.  A few arrows indicating the direction of projection help markers follow the method and sequence used.  A few subtitles written next to the auxiliary views make the solution easier to follow the candidate’s approach to reach the final solution. 


		1 to 9 marks

		10  to 19 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		5

		9

		2

		2  Gr. Comm.





Gr. Comm. & Eng. Drg. Candidates


		1 to 9 marks

		10  to 19 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		7

		13

		2

		2         





Question 3    Cam 


In part (a) a displacement diagram had to be drawn from the cam data printed.  No difficulties were encountered where the simple harmonic motion graph was involved, but some candidates incorrectly plotted the uniform acceleration and retardation motion graph.  Some candidates did not follow the instructions correctly and interpreted the motion of the guide block incorrectly, showing the block moving upwards and not downwards as stated in the question.  Another mistake, which could have easily been corrected, was that since the radial arm link was pivoted the locus of its ends was to be circular and not represented by a straight line.   Some solutions to part (b), the construction of the cam profile, were completely wrong, for their presentation was suitable to an in-line roller–ended follower and not to a radial arm roller-ended follower.  


		1 to 9 marks

		10  to 19 marks 

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		4

		11

		0

		3  Gr. Comm.





Gr. Comm. & Eng. Drg. Candidates


		1 to 9 marks

		10  to 19 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		4

		15

		0

		5         





Question 4   Framework


Candidates showed that they were familiar with questions dealing with pin-jointed structures.  Part (a) drawing the linear diagram to scale, labeling using Bow’s notation and part (b) drawing the polar diagram were correctly presented.  Some candidates did not draw the funicular polygon but stated the magnitudes of the reactions correctly, without showing in the graphical solution how the magnitudes were obtained.  


Many candidates lost valuable marks, because they did not complete part (d) and (e) of the question, where they had to draw a table stating the magnitude and nature of the members. 


		1 to 9 marks

		10  to 19 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		1

		8

		1

		8  Gr. Comm.





Gr. Comm. & Eng. Drg. Candidates


		1 to 9 marks

		10  to 19 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		1

		14

		1

		8         





Question 5    Transition Piece


This question was popular and was generally well answered.  A 3-D illustration and two views of a transformer connection were shown.  The top of the transformer was to be fitted to a right cylinder and represented in the front elevation by a horizontal line, while the inclined base was to be fitted to a rectangular hollow prism.  Many candidates were able to score well on part (a) and (b) of the question which presented no particular problems.  It is of vital importance that whenever a question about a true length of a line arises, the method used by the candidate is shown clearly so as to be easily followed by  the examiners.  


Responses to part (c) were rather disappointing with few correct solutions.  The true lengths constructed in part (b) of the question were not utilised or the proper length of the side of the rectangle was not measured accurately.  A few letters and numbers neatly printed next to the true lengths of the lines help not only the candidate but make it easier for the person who is following the solution.  Different types of lines drawn should be used in this type of question.      


		1 to 9 marks

		10  to 19 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		7

		7

		1

		3  Gr. Comm.





Gr. Comm. & Eng. Drg. Candidates


		1 to 9 marks

		10  to 19 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		9

		11

		1

		3         





Question 6    Solid of Revolution


The majority of the candidates provided correct solutions to this question.  A plan and an incomplete elevation of the base of a metal stand were shown.  The lower part of the stand had five drilled holes to hold bottles in an upright position.  A pictorial view showing the finished shape of the stand was also included.  Candidates had to show the curves of intersection when two of the holes are drilled in the solid, on the front elevation part (a) and on the end elevation part (b).  The general method, where a series of horizontal cuts or slices taken across the elevations was expected.  On any solid of revolution the planes of these cuts are circles.  Normally these horizontal slices are numbered.  Marks were deducted for not presenting neat and accurate drawings.  In most cases the circles constructed were shown too bold and the points of intersection joined by a crude curve.  A smooth and clean curve is expected at this level.   


 


		1 to 9 marks

		10  to 19 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		4

		9

		4

		1  Gr. Comm.





Gr. Comm. & Eng. Drg. Candidates


		1 to 9 marks

		10  to 19 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		5

		11

		4

		4         





Paper 2  


There were eighteen candidates sitting for this paper.


Candidates were to attempt four questions.


Question No.1


The candidates were given a plan and a front elevation of a clinic reception room.  They were asked to draw an estimated single-point perspective drawing of the room.  Since this was a compulsory question carrying a total of 34 marks, all candidates attempted it.  The marks attained ranged between 10 and 30, while the average mark was 24.  Most of the candidates were well prepared to tackle this question and obtained very good marks.  Some others, presumably due to time constraints, only managed to complete the initial constructions including the perspective grid.  Other marks were lost due to the following shortcomings:


· Nearly all the candidates omitted the drop-down ceiling situated above the reception counter.


· Some candidates left out either some of the furniture or the doors.


· A few candidates did not know the basic rule of perspective drawing that objects appear smaller as their distance from the observer increases.


· Another small number of candidates made the correct construction (drawing a diagonal across the floor area) by drawing a perspective grid but drew the wall opposite the viewer too far away.  This resulted in a distortion in the tile proportions. It is important that, since the tiles are square when viewed from the plan, they should still appear to be square when viewed in perspective. In these cases, they appeared extremely rectangular.  Since the tiles are used as a grid, the furniture proportions also appeared distorted.


· Most candidates keep their drawings very neat during the line drawing stages; however, when they render the drawing they seem to forget about neatness and shade their drawing in a very untidy and insensitive manner. The small representative areas that are shaded should indicate the surface texture and shape of the rendered object.  This is achieved by using appropriate shading methods and making a simple light and shade value scale.


		1 to16 marks

		17  to 33 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		2

		16

		0

		/





Question No.2


A pictorial drawing of the cardboard dustpan, together with a set of step by step written instructions how to produce the item, were given.  The candidates were asked to translate the written instructions into visual instructions and apply the design process to organize the layout of the instruction chart.


Five candidates answered this question; their marks ranging between 14 and 20 out of 22; the average mark being 17.  As the marks indicate, the candidates who answered this question did quite well.  Some errors were noticed in the construction of the surface development and in depicting the folded cardboard; however, most of the charts were well organized and the related items were drawn and shaded correctly.   


		1 to11 marks

		12  to 21 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		0

		5

		0

		13





Question No.3


Fourteen candidates attempted this question.  They were asked to draw six pictograms, similar to the one given, to illustrate the services offered by a local hotel. Most of the answers left much to be desired.  The marks ranged between 8 and 18 out of 22; the average mark being 12.  Marks were lost for the following reasons:


· Lack of basic drawing skills.  A number of candidates found difficulty in representing different poses of the human figure even in stick figure form.


· The human figures were not converted into pictograms. Other candidates completely ignored the given pictogram, which was reduced to a simple form, and drew a lot of unnecessary details, which were counterproductive as this irrelevant information distracted the viewer from the intended message.


· The human figures were too small.  In some cases, the candidates drew minute human figures against a backdrop of a large environment (in this case a large swimming pool), causing the message to be unclear.


		1 to11 marks

		12  to 21 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		5

		9

		0

		4





Question No.4


This was quite a popular question; in fact it was attempted by 88% of the candidates.  However, the performance registered was quite poor.  The average mark was 10 out of 22, the lowest mark being 5 while the highest was 15. 


The candidates were asked to draw graphical representations and comparisons in 2D and 3D of particular features of four kayak models.  Nearly all the candidates attempted to represent the theme on the kayaks depicted.  However, their degree of success varied considerably.  The most common errors, which resulted in loss of marks, were: 


· Lack of drawing skills required representing the kayak and other items that represent   weight, length, volume and cost.


· Untidy representation of geometric curves. A number of candidates represented the cost of the kayaks by means of a number of coins on top of each other and the weight by means of weight scales. It is recommended that, if the candidates are not skilled in drawing circles and ellipses freehand, they either make use of drawing aids such as circle and ellipse templates or else use oblique or planometric projection methods where circles can be constructed by means of a compass. 


· Incorrect layout planning.  The candidates need to spare a few moments to plan their charts carefully in order to make maximum and best use of the available paper space.


· Inappropriate use of colours. Contrasting colours are to be used to differentiate between the models being compared and those represented. 


		1 to11 marks

		12  to 21 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		8

		8

		0

		2





Question No.5


This question was attempted by 77% of the candidates; their marks ranged between 5 and 21 and the average mark was 13 out of 22.  The candidates were asked to design the layout of a flyer for an insurance company.  The services offered were to be represented by means of graphic symbols.  The given logo of the insurance company was to be included in the flyer.


Some of the solutions were quite good, the layout of the flyer was well planned, and the graphic symbols were kept simple, easily recognizable and had common characteristics in form and colour. The logo was neatly constructed and shaded.  The text was kept to a minimum and the tagline was written in italics or script to make it more engaging.  The other candidates who scored lower marks had the following shortcomings:


· Poor drawing skills.  It is important that candidates, who intend to sit for this examination, strive to upgrade their drawing skills during their matriculation course.  


· The plane geometric shapes such as the hexagon logo and the circles which enclosed the symbols were drawn freehand in a distorted manner. 


· The layout was poorly organized.


		1 to11 marks

		12  to 21 marks

		Full marks

		Question not attempted



		6

		9

		0

		3
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